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ii 2nd from bottom, right side: 300 Foot Telescope 1964 (not 1966)

xiv

33 extraneous "Washington, DC" at bottom of page.
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206 reference to Carl Sagan does not appear in the index.
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583 blank page - no need for "Index" heading or page number.
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photo identified as a farm "at the foot of Little Mountain" -- local folks not sure if 
that is really where it is. The photo (#956 in the archives) was a telephoto taken 
from Buffalo Mountain.  Not sure which farm is pictured or whether it really was 
at the foot of Little Mountain.

not T. K. Menon in the photo - it is probably Noresh Mathur

people in the photo: Wendell Monk (way up near the center of the dish), Ron 
Gordon and Don Gordon (mostly hidden behind structure about half way up), left 
to right behind the travelling feed structure: unidentified, Bedford Taylor?, and 
unidentified.  Left to right in front: Bill Brundage, Bob Viers, unidentified, Charles 
Cassell?, and Basil Gum.

more people identifications: left to right: Ron and Don Gordon (holding the 
platform), Basil Gum, Wendell Monk, Al Hogan, Bob Viers?, and Fred Crews in 
the foreground.

"Haslam", not "Haslem"

The unidentified person in the photograph is Theodor P. Wright, an AUI trustee 
from Cornell, who served briefly as AUI president.

"Ode to a Ski Tow" was probably written by Ivan Pauliny-Toth, according to 
opinions from his German contemporaries.

Paul Hemenway should be indexed.

paragraph 2 -- "Eddington, or course…" should be : "Eddington, of course…"

the cartoon was drawn by Marja Baars

"persistance" should be spelled " persistence"
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